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Reggae Sound Kit and Loops HUGE Kit!! We offer you a complete sound kit perfect for everyone who

wants to make beats with reggaeton rhythm. Our Reggae Sound Kit is very efficient because it includes:

1. Over 1200 unique Reggae high quality wave samples registered in 24 bit/ 44.1 Khz, divided in more

categories: Reggae effects Reggae instruments Reggae kicks Reggae snares Reggae elements And

many others Reggae Sounds are compatible with all samplers that use .wav files * Reason * Fruity Loops

* Korg Triton * Yamaha Motif * Akai MPC 2000, 3000, 4000, 1000, and 500 * Gigasampler * Sony ACID *

Ensoniq ASR-10 & ASRX * Any Sampler that reads WAVs 2. Over 100 original Reggae LOOPS with a

total unzipped size of 300 Mb, which will bring your work to a higher level of quality and professionalism.

What are loops? Loops are small segments of sound tracks that are repeated continuously. A sound

sample that keeps repeating and it is used mostly in electroacoustic music but also in hip hop, trip hop,
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techno, drum and bass, and contemporary dub, as well as into mood music on soundtracks. Why to use

loops? In modern music the usage of loops has become very common. This is because they allow you to

create music without owning a music instrument or having to learn how to play one. Also, they can be

used continually, and not have the quality degradation that is inherent when musician play a musical part

repeatedly (human error). Additionally there can be huge cost savings, on the production end. How to use

loops? Loops can be played using tape loops, delay effects, cutting two turntables, sampling, sampler, or

the support of Computer Based Looping Software like: Digidesign's Pro Tools, Sony's ACID and Sound

Forge, Cakewalk Sonar, ReCycle, GarageBand, FL Studio (formerly Fruity Loops), Propellerhead's

Reason and Ableton Live. All our sample packs are royalty-free, so you can use our samples for

commercial purpose. Please note that sound kits are delivered electronically. We highly suggest the use

of WinRar for extracting compressed files.
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